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H-TTLB48 & H-TTLB60

The HEISE truck tailgate light bars are meant to be mounted in the recessed 

area between the bottom of the tailgate and the top of the bumper to aid with 

safety and add additional lighting for braking, running, turning, and reverse 

lights and come in a 48” and 60” version, these instructions will be the same 

for both HEISE truck tailgate light bars.

TOOLS NEEDED
• Measuring tape

• Rubbing alcohol

• Basic hand tools

NOTE: Please confirm your vehicles wiring sequence before installing. This 

HEISE truck tailgate light bar comes with a standard flat four-pin plug, if your 

vehicle isn’t equipped with this setup a flat four-pin adapter can be purchased 

from a local auto parts or trailer supply store.

INSTALLATION
1.  Thoroughly clean the mounting surface before mounting. Use warm soapy 

water first to remove all wax and dirt. Dry completely and clean again using 

rubbing alcohol or the recommend 3M activator (part #3M06396). DO NOT 

touch surface after cleaning.

2.  Hold the HEISE truck tailgate light bar in position so it’s equally spaced 

from top to bottom/left to right. Also make sure wires from the light bar 

are towards the driver’s side of the rear of the vehicle, this will ensure that 

the light bar is being mounted the correct way with the lip of the light bar 

on top.

3.  DO NOT REMOVE adhesive tape backing off of light bar until after the 

mounting location has been marked, you can use the four supplied 3M 

black plastic adhesive spacers to aid with aligning and keeping the light bar 

level while mounting. 

          a. NOTE: After mounting these can be removed.

4.  Once marked then peel off the adhesive tape backing while being careful 

to not contaminate the adhesive with fingerprints or dirt. 

          a.  NOTE: If using 3M activator tear open packet and wipe down location 

where light bar will be mounted before mounting light bar.

-

5.  Lightly attach HEISE truck tailgate light bar to vehicle, DO NOT APPLY 

A LOT OF PRESSURE to light bar so adjustments can be made. After 

adjustments are made FIRMLY APPLY PRESSURE to securely attach light 

bar to vehicle.

6.  Plug the connector in the vehicle’s standard flat four-pin trailer connector if 

it’s available on your vehicle. If your vehicle has a round four-pin trailer light 

connector, a converter can be purchased at your local auto parts or trailer 

supply store. 

7.  For reverse light hook up remove the taillight harness from the taillight 

housing. Take the loose white wire from the light bar and splice it into the 

positive wire on the reverse light’s harness.   

TROUBLESHOOTING
If you have issues with the functions of the HEISE truck tailgate light bar 

check the 1 amp fuse in the ground wire.

If hardwiring, follow color guide for the flat four-pin plug set-up.
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